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easy & speedy
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You can import multiple PDF files through iTunes or using "Open In..." feature of other apps like DropBox, E-mail or Safari. The PDF files are organized in the bookshelf so that you can see any book you want at any time any place.

You can see any document immediately at the very time you pressed. No more loading times. Moreover, you can turn pages without delay of loading other pages.
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Through the categorized multiple bookshelves features, you can easily organize books by categories. Moreover, you change the book colors or edit book titles or authors. If you have a lot of books, you can organize the books by authors and multiple tag
es for powerful search.
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pdf-notes supports portrait view and landscape view. Please press [image: ] button at the bottom right corner to lock the screen rotation.
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You can easily turn pages using the page slider on the buttom panel. Ofcourse, you can turn pages using your finger just like a paper book page turning.
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You can change the theme color of the bookshelf - Beige, Black, Red, White. Enjoy a new impression every time by changing the theme color.
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